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ABSTRACT 
By the use of a classical result of Strassman an estimate is obtained for the 
number of zeros in Zp of p-adio exponential polynomials. The p-adle method 
employed improves on estimates obtained by p-adic analogues of the method 
applicable in the complex case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In constructing the p-adic analogue of a complex analytic result it is 
not unnatural to attempt to use the original method with appropriate 
adjustments to take account of the variant nature of the p-adio valuation. 
However this approach neglects results which are peculiar to the p-adic 
case. It is the purpose of this remark to recall a classic result of S~aass- 
MBN [2] and to apply this to give an honest p-adic proof of a lemma of 
SHOREY [l] (see also WALDSCHBXIDT [4]) concerning the number of zeros 
of p-adic exponential polynomials. This proof, in contrast to those just 
cited, is dependent on quite different principles to those of the proof in 
the complex case, where the best result is due to TIJDEMAN [3]. 
2. STRASSMAN'S THEOREM 
Let R denote an algebraic number field and p a prime ideal of II. 
Denote by K, the p-adic completion of K and by 53, the p-adic integers 
of Kp. Finally let 7c be a prime of K,, so that (7+,= 1 (that is, Ed E p 
but n$#s). 
Now let 
F(z)= 2 a&n 
n-0 
be a power series with coefficients a, E Kp and converging for all z E Z,,. 
. Then llmn+oo la,lp = 0, so there is no loss of generality in so normalising 
F tha.t we may suppose that max.,, la&,= 1. We require the following 
result of fhR.ASSMAN [2]. 
1) This paper was written whilst the author was on study leave at the Mathe- 
mat&h Inatituut, Rijksuniverslteit Leiden. 
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There is a factorisation 
(2) F(x) =P(z) U(z) 
where (U(z)&=1 f or all z E Z,, and P(z) is a polynomial of degree 
k= max {n: Ia& = 1). 
Hence F(z) hue at most k zero8 in 2,. 
(3) F(z)= 2 F&)?z” 
n-0 
where the coefficients of the Fn are p-adic units, and, because the series 
(1) converges for some z# 0, the .F% necessarily are polynomials. In par- 
ticular deg PO = k. By the Euclidean algorithm for polynomials over a 
field we can sequentially write 
Fo=Po deg Po=k 
FI=U~PO+PI deg Pl<k 
P2 - UIPI = U~PO + PZ deg PZ < k 
F, - U,-IPI - . . . - UIP,,-I z U,,Po + P, deg Pi c k 
We detie 
(4) U(z) = 1 + jI U,(+P, P(z) = 2 Pn(z)nn 
n-0 
and formally we have 1 U(z)l,= 1 and deg P= k and U(z)P(z)=F(z) as 
required. Finally we observe that the coefficients of PO(Z) are p-adic units 
so that the coefficients of the U&), P%(z) are ;P-adic integers and (4) 
properly defmes the series U(z) for z E Z,, and the polynomial P(z). The 
conclusion that F(z) has at most k zeros in 2, is immediate from the 
factorisation (2). 
3. EXPONENTLU POLYNOMIILLS 
Denote by p a positive rational prime, let QP be the (p-adic completion 
of Q the field of rational numbers, and denote by TP the completion of 
the algebraic closure of Qr. Denote the valuation of Tp by 1 IP, so 
normalised that lplP=~-i; actually it will be convenient to consider the 
exponent ordr, so that we write ord, oc = -log, I&, oc ET,. 
As an application of Strassman’s theorem we shall show that: 
!CHEOREM. Let ~01, . . . . o,,, be diSti?xt element8 of Tp such that ord, wk> 
>1/(1,-l)+~ (k= l,..., m) where E > 0 is a$xed constant. Let p(z), . . . , pm(z) 
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be polynomials, not all identically zero, in T,[z], of degree Q( 1) - 1, . . . , e(m) - 1 
respectively. Denote by F the ewponential polynomial 
F(z) = ksl p&Vkz, 
and write n= xB, e(k). Then the number of zeros of F(z) in l&g 1 doea 
not exceed 
(n-1)(1+1/e@-1)). 
PROOF : Suppose firstly that for k = 1, 2, . . . , m the coefficients of the 
p&), and the wk all lie in the p-adic completion KP of some algebraic 
number field K. The function F formally satisfies the differential equation. 
(5) DnF = CID%--1F + czDn-zF + . . . + c,F, D z dldz 
where 
(6) kq (X - WJp) =x11 - c1Xn-1- czxn-2 - . . . -cn. 
Expanding F a,a & power series 
F(z)= z a,@= 2 bnzh/h!, I&<l. 
h-0 h-0 
We see from the differential equation (5) that we have the recurrence 
(7) bs+,,=clbr+,,-l+...+c,,b,,, h=O, 1, 2, . . . 
Without losing generality we suppose that minh (ord ah) = 0. We write 
q=l/(r,-l)+s. Because ord c()k>q (Ic=l, . . . . m). We see from (6) that 
ord cl>lq (I= 1, 2, . . . . n). Since, by assumption, ord ah > 0, ord ah = ord bn - 
-ordh! implies that ordbn>O (h=O, 1, 2, . ..). 
The recurrence (7) with h = 0 implies ord b,, > mini (ord cl + ord b,-z) 
> mini (ql+ ord b+.z) >q. Then sequentially (7) with h= 1, 2, . . . implies 
ord bh+n-l > hq. Hence 
ordan+,-r>hq-ord, (n-l+h)!>&-(n-l+h)/@-l)= 
=he-(n-1)/(1)-1). 
Finally it follows that if h > (n - 1)/s@ - 1) then necessarily ord ah+,-1 > 0. 
Applying Strassman’s Theorem we can immediately conclude that F(z) 
hasless than (n-1)(1+1/&-1)) zeros in the disc ]zlP< 1. To now obtain 
the general case take an appropriate sequence (Fh} of exponential poly- 
nomials, so that Fh E R?$u[[z]] C T,[[z]] for some sequence of algebraic 
number fields R(h), and so that FJ, -+ F in TP[[z]]. Each such FI, has 
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a factorisation PnU, with deg Pn< (A- l)(l + l/e(r) - 1)) as in section 2, 
whence in the limit we obtain F=PU with degP<(n-1)(1+1/&@-l)) 
a~ required. 
The result of the theorem improves on that of SHOREY [l], lemma 2 
and appendix, namely, the number of zeros of F(z) in j& 6 1 does not 
exceed 90/e log p + 30(n - l)( 1 + l/&(1, - 1)). The result of WALDSCHMIDT [4] 
p. 68 is equivalent to the case E =pl(p- 1); he obtains the bound 2n, 
whilst we have (n- l)( I+ I/p). Moreover, our result is in a sense best 
possible in indicating that there is a non-trivial choice of the coefficients 
p&) (k=l, a*-, m) so that F(z) has at least n- 1 zero8 in any given disc 
and in giving the best dependence on E obtainable from such a simple 
formula. In practice, the proof of the theorem indicates how to obtain 
more precise estimates in any particular case. 
4. REMARKS 
The essential requirement for obtaining a good estimate was the re- 
currence (7) which we derived from the differential equation (6). Evidently 
the technique we have described is applicable to any class of functions 
for the Taylor coefficients of which we can derive a suitable recurrence. 
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Added dn proof : Using a somewhat different and more complioated teohnique the 
author hss now established the exact result, namely the upper bound 
w-l)f=o<,<p-1 {[log,(~+r)l--r/(p--l)}/~; 
see: Hermite Interpolation and p-adic Exponential Polynomials, J. Au&al. M8th. 
Sot. (to appear). The result of the present note is exert when a<p. 
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